
WNHS Honors English 2 - Summer Reading Project

The goals of this summer reading project are for students to read a book they will enjoy, practice annotating while
reading, and have a text to write about when school begins. The book choices are all engaging coming of age stories
which focus on the challenges of growing up.

Choose a book from the list below. (See below for a list with book descriptions.)

Adeyemi, Tomi. Children of Blood and Bone
Backman, Fredrik. Beartown
Brunt, Carol Rifka. Tell the Wolves I’m Home
Calendar, Kacen. Felix Ever After
Cline, Earnest. Ready Player One
Ford, Jamie. Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet
McBride, James. The Color of Water
Ng, Celeste. Little Fires Everywhere
Saenz, Benjamin Alire. Aristotle and Dante Discover the Mysteries of the Universe
Salinger, J.D.. The Catcher in the Rye
Sebolt, Alice. The Lovely Bones
Slater, Dashka. The 57 Bus
Walls, Janette. The Glass Castle
Ward, Jesmyn. Sing, Unburied, Sing
Zoboi, Ibi. Pride

CAUTION: Some of the options listed above contain events, language and themes that are intended for mature readers.  In
conjunction with parents or guardians, students are responsible for selecting works that are appropriate to their
particular tastes, values and sensibilities. Ask a librarian, parents or friends for advice when making selections. If students
have specific limitations that must guide their decisions, they also may ask English teachers for assistance or
recommendations.

While you read, annotate the book.

You will submit your annotated text to your teacher for grading when school begins. See the annotation
rubric to see how they will be scored. Also, the annotation guide gives suggestions about methods of
annotating.  You will want to write in the margins and/or at the end of chapters. Be sure to go beyond
underlining and highlighting.

Be prepared to write about your book when you return to school.

During the first weeks of school, you will be writing about your book. Careful reading and detailed
annotations will make this writing easier.

If you have any questions, email:
Leslie Baumann: baumannl@wcsoh.org
Hannah Mossing: mossingh@wcsoh.org

Enjoy your summer and happy reading!!

mailto:baumannl@wcsoh.org
mailto:mossing@wcsoh.org


Honors English 2 - Annotation Guide

Annotation is an important element of close reading, and strong readers use it to effectively interact with
a text. Throughout the course, annotation will be an essential skill used during the year. While annotating,
readers may comment on and notate a variety of elements in the text:

● Passages that are confusing
● Passages that are beautifully written or moving
● Ideas or actions with which readers agree or disagree
● Passages that inspire thought
● Examples of the author’s style, use of literary devices or word choice
● Connections readers make between their lives, other texts, the world, etc.

There are a multitude of helpful methods for marking a text. Here are just a few that you might choose:

Commenting: Notate thoughts you have about events in the book, questions you might have,
connections you draw, or anything you think is worthy of noting. You can use the front and back
covers for especially important notes, character lists, etc.

Underlining and/or Highlighting: Underline or highlight major points, important statements,
passages that speak to you. This should be combined with commenting so you know why you
underlined the passage. It’s important not to overuse this, otherwise you’ll lose the things that
were really important. Different color highlighters can be used to notate different elements or
trace different themes or characters.

Circling, Boxing, Other Shapes: Use shapes like underlining and highlighting. But each shape can
be used to notate similar points that connect, such as specific themes, motifs, characters, or
literary devices.

Abbreviations or symbols: Create symbols to mean specific things. For example, use a “?” to
notate something you find confusing. Or you could simply star a passage that you think is
particularly important, etc.

Numbering: Use numbers to sequence points the author makes to develop ideas, or concepts that
are general related, etc.

Make up your own system!

Students often complain that annotation slows their reading. That’s the point! If you hate annotating your
first time through, feel free to go back and annotate after you’ve read a chapter or section. Reading a
second time is a good idea anyway. If you have any questions, feel free to email us throughout the summer.



Honors English 2 Name:______________________________
Annotation Rubric

____ A  Text has been thoroughly annotated with questions, observations, and reflections of the content as
well as the writing. A variety of topics marked are for discussion, and a variety of stylistic devices are
marked. Comments demonstrate analysis and interpretation – thinking beyond the surface level of the
text. Thoughtful connections made to other texts, life experiences, or other events throughout the text.
Comments accomplish a great variety of purposes. Consistent markings are throughout text (not
bunched). Each chapter has several annotations.

____ B  Text has been annotated reasonably well with questions, observations, and/or reflections of the
content as well as the writing style. Comments demonstrate some analysis and interpretation – thinking
somewhat beyond the surface level of the text. The writer attempts to make connections. Comments
accomplish a variety of purposes. Some lapses in entries exist or entries may be bunched. Each chapter
has at least two annotations.

_____ C  Text has been briefly annotated with questions, comments, observations, and/or reflections of the
content or writing style. Commentary remains mostly at the surface level. The commentary suggests
thought in specific sections of the text rather than throughout. Entries may be sporadic. Each chapter has
at least one annotation.

____ D  Text has been briefly annotated. Commentary is perfunctory. Little or no attempt to make
connections. Not all chapters are annotated.

____ F Text has not been annotated, or there are unacceptably few annotations. No attempt has been made
to make meaningful connections. Few if any chapters are annotated.



Honors English 2 -- Summer Reading Options

The following are the books available for you to read over the summer. All books are coming of age stories where the
main character is working through the complications of growing up.

The books will be provided to you. You may not get your first choice of books, so read through these descriptions and
choose a few that interest you.

Adeyemi, Tomi. Children of Blood and Bone

(Fantasy)

They killed my mother.  They took our magic.  They tried to bury us.  Now we rise.  Zélie Adebola

remembers when the soil of Orïsha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned

waves, and Zélie’s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night magic

disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zélie without a mother

and her people without hope.  Now Zélie has one chance to bring back magic and strike against

the monarchy. With the help of a rogue princess, Zélie must outwit and outrun the crown prince,

who is hell-bent on eradicating magic for good.  Danger lurks in Orïsha, where snow leoponaires

prowl and vengeful spirits wait in the waters. Yet the greatest danger may be Zélie herself as she

struggles to control her powers and her growing feelings for an enemy.

Backman, Fredrik. Beartown

(Realistic Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection contains some sexual content and offensive language.

People say Beartown is finished. A tiny community nestled deep in the forest, it is slowly losing

ground to the ever encroaching trees. But down by the lake stands an old ice rink, built generations

ago by the working men who founded this town. And in that ice rink is the reason people in Beartown

believe tomorrow will be better than today. Their junior ice hockey team is about to compete in the

national semi-finals, and they actually have a shot at winning. All the hopes and dreams of this place

now rest on the shoulders of a handful of teenage boys. Being responsible for the hopes of an entire

town is a heavy burden, and the semi-final match is the catalyst for a violent act that will leave a

young girl traumatized and a town in turmoil. Accusations are made and, like ripples on a pond, they

travel through all of Beartown, leaving no resident unaffected.

Brunt, Carol Rifka. Tell the Wolves I’m Home

(Realistic Fiction)

In this striking literary debut, Carol Rifka Brunt unfolds a moving story of love, grief, and renewal as two

lonely people become the unlikeliest of friends and find that sometimes you don't know you've lost

someone until you've found them. 1987. There's only one person who has ever truly understood

fourteen-year-old June Elbus, and that's her uncle, the renowned painter Finn Weiss. Shy at school and

distant from her older sister, June can only be herself in Finn's company; he is her godfather, confidant, and

best friend. So when he dies, far too young, of a mysterious illness her mother can barely speak about,

June's world is turned upside down. But Finn's death brings a surprise acquaintance into June's

life—someone who will help her to heal, and to question what she thinks she knows about Finn, her family,

and even her own heart. An emotionally charged coming-of-age novel, Tell the Wolves I'm Home is a tender

story of love lost and found, an unforgettable portrait of the way compassion can make us whole again.



Calendar, Kacen. Felix Ever After

(Realistic Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection includes some offensive language.

Felix Love has never been in love—and, yes, he’s painfully aware of the irony. He desperately wants to

know what it’s like and why it seems so easy for everyone but him to find someone. What’s worse is

that, even though he is proud of his identity, Felix also secretly fears that he’s one marginalization too

many—Black, queer, and transgender—to ever get his own happily-ever-after. When an anonymous

student begins sending him transphobic messages—after publicly posting Felix’s deadname alongside

images of him before he transitioned—Felix comes up with a plan for revenge. What he didn’t count

on: his catfish scenario landing him in a quasi–love triangle. But as he navigates his complicated

feelings, Felix begins a journey of questioning and self-discovery that helps redefine his most

important relationship: how he feels about himself.

Cline, Earnest. Ready Player One

(Dystopia)

***NOTE: This selection contains some sexual content

IN THE YEAR 2044, reality is an ugly place. The only time teenage Wade Watts really feels alive is when he's

jacked into the virtual utopia known as the OASIS. Wade's devoted his life to studying the puzzles hidden

within this world's digital confines, puzzles that are based on their creator's obsession with the pop culture of

decades past and that promise massive power and fortune to whoever can unlock them.

But when Wade stumbles upon the first clue, he finds himself beset by players willing to kill to take this

ultimate prize. The race is on, and if Wade's going to survive, he'll have to win—and confront the real world

he's always been so desperate to escape.

Ford, Jamie. Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet

(Historical Fiction)

In 1986, Henry Lee joins a crowd outside the Panama Hotel, once the gateway to Seattle's Japantown.

It has been boarded up for decades, but now the new owner has discovered the belongings of

Japanese families who were sent to internment camps during World War II. As the owner displays and

unfurls a Japanese parasol, Henry, a Chinese American, remembers a young Japanese American girl

from his childhood in the 1940s—Keiko Okabe, with whom he forged a bond of friendship and

innocent love that transcended the prejudices of their Old World ancestors. After Keiko and her family

were evacuated to the internment camps, she and Henry could only hope that their promise to each

other would be kept. Now, forty years later, Henry explores the hotel's basement for the Okabe family's

belongings and for a long-lost object whose value he cannot even begin to measure. His search will

take him on a journey to revisit the sacrifices he has made for family, for love, for country.



McBride, James. The Color of Water

(Memoir)

Who is Ruth McBride Jordan? A self-declared "light-skinned" woman evasive about her ethnicity, yet

steadfast in her love for her twelve black children. James McBride, journalist, musician, and son,

explores his mother's past, as well as his own upbringing and heritage, in a poignant and powerful

debut, The Color Of Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His White Mother.The son of a black minister and

a woman who would not admit she was white, James McBride grew up in "orchestrated chaos" with

his eleven siblings in the poor, all-black projects of Red Hook, Brooklyn. "Mommy," a fiercely

protective woman with "dark eyes full of pep and fire," herded her brood to Manhattan's free cultural

events, sent them off on buses to the best (and mainly Jewish) schools, demanded good grades, and

commanded respect. As a young man, McBride saw his mother as a source of embarrassment, worry,

and confusion—and reached thirty before he began to discover the truth about her early life and

long-buried pain.

Ng, Celeste. Little Fires Everywhere

(Realistic Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection includes some offensive language.

From the bestselling author of Everything I Never Told You, a riveting novel that traces the intertwined fates

of the picture-perfect Richardson family and the enigmatic mother and daughter who upend their lives. In

Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is planned--from the layout of the

winding roads, to the colors of the houses, to the successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no one

embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson, whose guiding principle is playing by the rules. Enter Mia

Warren--an enigmatic artist and single mother--who arrives in this idyllic bubble with her teenaged

daughter Pearl, and rents a house from the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more than tenants: all

four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past

and a disregard for the status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community. When old

family friends of the Richardsons attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that

dramatically divides the town--and puts Mia and Elena on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her

motives, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets in Mia's past. But her obsession will come at unexpected and devastating costs.

Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of secrets, the nature of art and identity, and the ferocious pull of motherhood--and the

danger of believing that following the rules can avert disaster.

Saenz, Benjamin Alire. Aristotle and Dante Discover the Mysteries of the Universe

(Realistic Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection includes some offensive language.

Aristotle is an angry teen with a brother in prison. Dante is a know-it-all who has an unusual way of

looking at the world. When the two meet at the swimming pool, they seem to have nothing in common.

But as the loners start spending time together, they discover that they share a special friendship--the

kind that changes lives and lasts a lifetime. And it is through this friendship that Ari and Dante will learn

the most important truths about themselves and the kind of people they want to be.



Salinger, J.D.. The Catcher in the Rye

(Realistic Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection includes some offensive language.

The hero-narrator of The Catcher in the Rye is an ancient child of sixteen, a native New Yorker named

Holden Caulfield. Through circumstances that tend to preclude adult, secondhand description, he

leaves his prep school in Pennsylvania and goes underground in New York City for three days. The boy

himself is at once too simple and too complex for us to make any final comment about him or his

story. Perhaps the safest thing we can say about Holden is that he was born in the world not just

strongly attracted to beauty but, almost, hopelessly impaled on it. There are many voices in this novel:

children's voices, adult voices, underground voices-but Holden's voice is the most eloquent of all.

Transcending his own vernacular, yet remaining marvelously faithful to it, he issues a perfectly

articulated cry of mixed pain and pleasure. However, like most lovers and clowns and poets of the

higher orders, he keeps most of the pain to, and for, himself. The pleasure he gives away, or sets aside,

with all his heart. It is there for the reader who can handle it to keep.

J.D. Salinger's classic novel of teenage angst and rebellion was first published in 1951.

Sebolt, Alice. The Lovely Bones

(Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection contains some violence and offensive language.

"My name was Salmon, like the fish; first name, Susie. I was fourteen when I was murdered on

December 6, 1973."

So begins the story of Susie Salmon, who is adjusting to her new home in heaven, a place that is not at

all what she expected, even as she is watching life on earth continue without her -- her friends trading

rumors about her disappearance, her killer trying to cover his tracks, her grief-stricken family

unraveling. Out of unspeakable tragedy and loss, The Lovely Bones succeeds, miraculously, in building

a tale filled with hope, humor, suspense, even joy.

Slater, Dashka. The 57 Bus

(Nonfiction)

***NOTE: This selection contains some violence and offensive language.

One teenager in a skirt. One teenager with a lighter. One moment that changes both of their lives

forever.  If it weren’t for the 57 bus, Sasha and Richard never would have met. Both were high

school students from Oakland, California, one of the most diverse cities in the country, but they

inhabited different worlds. Sasha, a white teen, lived in the middle-class foothills and attended a

small private school. Richard, a black teen, lived in the crime-plagued flatlands and attended a large

public one. Each day, their paths overlapped for a mere eight minutes. But one afternoon on the

bus ride home from school, a single reckless act left Sasha severely burned, and Richard charged

with two hate crimes and facing life imprisonment. The case garnered international attention,

thrusting both teenagers into the spotlight. (Summary from Amazon)



Walls, Janette. The Glass Castle

(Memoir)

A tender, moving tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave the author

the fiery determination to carve out a successful life on her own terms. Jeannette Walls grew up with

parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were both their curse and their salvation. Rex and

Rose Mary Walls had four children. In the beginning, they lived like nomads, moving among Southwest

desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured

his children's imagination, teaching them physics, geology, and above all, how to embrace life fearlessly.

Rose Mary, who painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family,

called herself an "excitement addict." Cooking a meal that would be consumed in fifteen minutes had no

appeal when she could make a painting that might last forever. Later, when the money ran out, or the

romance of the wandering life faded, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town -- and

the family -- Rex Walls had done everything he could to escape. He drank. He stole the grocery money

and disappeared for days. As the dysfunction of the family escalated, Jeannette and her brother and

sisters had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they weathered their parents' betrayals

and, finally, found the resources and will to leave home. Walls’s is a story of triumph against all odds, but also a tender, moving tale

of unconditional love in a family that despite its profound flaws gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life on her

own terms.

Ward, Jesmyn. Sing, Unburied, Sing

(Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection includes some offensive language.

Jojo and his toddler sister, Kayla, live with their grandparents, Mam and Pop, and the occasional

presence of their drug-addicted mother, Leonie, on a farm on the Gulf Coast of Mississippi.

Leonie is simultaneously tormented and comforted by visions of her dead brother, which only

come to her when she’s high; Mam is dying of cancer; and quiet, steady Pop tries to run the

household and teach Jojo how to be a man. When the white father of Leonie’s children is

released from prison, she packs her kids and a friend into her car and sets out across the state for

Parchman farm, the Mississippi State Penitentiary, on a journey rife with danger and promise.

Sing, Unburied, Sing grapples with the ugly truths at the heart of the American story and the

power, and limitations, of the bonds of family.

Zoboi, Ibi. Pride

(Realistic Fiction)

***NOTE: This selection includes some offensive language.

Zuri Benitez has pride. Brooklyn pride, family pride, and pride in her Afro-Latino roots. But pride

might not be enough to save her rapidly gentrifying neighborhood from becoming

unrecognizable.  When the wealthy Darcy family moves in across the street, Zuri wants nothing to

do with their two teenage sons, even as her older sister, Janae, starts to fall for the charming

Ainsley. She especially can’t stand the judgmental and arrogant Darius. Yet as Zuri and Darius are

forced to find common ground, their initial dislike shifts into an unexpected understanding.  But

with four wild sisters pulling her in different directions, cute boy Warren vying for her attention,

and college applications hovering on the horizon, Zuri fights to find her place in Bushwick’s

changing landscape, or lose it all.  In a timely update of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice,

critically acclaimed author Ibi Zoboi skillfully balances cultural identity, class, and gentrification

against the heady magic of first love in her vibrant reimagining of this beloved classic.




